
 

Designing a 500-unit residential
complex of culturalists with an

approach to increasing the sense of
habitat

mersedeh besharati*,  

The most important structure of man's artifacts is the home in the aftermath of the
transformation of human life domination to unilateralism, and human deployment has
occurred at this point; That is, at a time when a person settled and settled. House is
of particular importance as an element that provides comfort to humans. Today,
neglecting the qualitative and psychological needs of economic operators and paying
attention to the economic aspect has led to a diminution of the role of the house in
the welfare of humans. Since the house is built in a cultural context, all features of
the canvas, such as: Culture - The climate and the characteristics of the earth affect
its formation. In order to explore any kind of architecture, understanding the
environment and its productive factors is very important. In residential architecture,
the connection between the building and living styles, social and cultural
characteristics of the area is very important. In order to reach a home that is capable
of providing an intelligent response to the needs of users and based on user-
centeredness, we need to have a responsive architecture that responds to today's
and future requests, and the feedback is simple. The subject in today's architecture is
to form a kind of architecture that is in keeping with the basic and excellent human
needs in line with the behavioral patterns and the improvement of its spatial
qualities. The study seeks to provide a model for residential design, taking into
account the influential factors in designing residential buildings responsive to users
in terms of cultural and residential needs, due to their new design. Paying attention
to this, will increase the sense of residence in the residents. To determine and reduce
the statistical society and achieve the result during this research, the families of the
cultural workers of Rasht city are targeted. By studying the study area and
considering the definition of residential usage in the Rasht detailed design, the site
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was ed on the Lacan avenue near the Sparro restaurant. After conducting field-library
studies and preparing a questionnaire based on the criteria affecting the quality of
housing, efforts were made to create realistic bases the needs of the target
population. As a result, we seek to explain the relationship between residents'
satisfaction and their sense of habitability and to confirm the theoretical foundations
of the research by asking the statistical community about the satisfaction level in this
residential complex and, on the other hand, to increase the sense of residence of the
inhabitants as well as the indicators There is quality of life. These results confirm that
increasing the level of residents' satisfaction, which results improving the quality of
their living environment, increases their sense of habitability.
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